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We present theoretical evidence that the exclusive/inclusive ratio of semileptonic Lb decays exceeds that of
semileptonic B decays where the experimental exclusive/inclusive ratio amounts to about 66%. We start from
the observation that the spectator quark model provides a lower bound on the leading order Isgur-Wise
function of the Lb→Lc transition in terms of the corresponding B→D ,D* mesonic Isgur-Wise function.
Using experimental data for the B→D ,D* mesonic Isgur-Wise functions this bound is established. Applying
a Bethe-Salpeter model including spectator quark interactions and a QCD sum rule estimate of the Lb→Lc
transition form factor which satisfy the spectator quark model bound we predict the exclusive/inclusive ratio of
semileptonic Lb decay rates to lie in a range between 0.81 and 0.92. We also provide an upper bound on the
baryonic Isgur-Wise function which is determined from the requirement that the exclusive rate should not
exceed the inclusive rate.
PACS number~s!: 14.20.Mr, 13.30.CeI. INTRODUCTION
In mesonic semileptonic b→c transitions, the exclusive
transitions to the ground state S-wave mesons B→D ,D*
make up approximately 66% of the total semileptonic B
→Xc rate @1#. It would then be interesting to know what the
corresponding semileptonic rate ratio GLb→Lc /GLb→Xc
~termed RE in the following! is in semileptonic Lb decays.
This is an important experimental issue since knowledge of
this ratio would greatly facilitate the analysis of semileptonic
Lb decays. For example, if the semileptonic Lb decays were
dominated by the quasielastic exclusive channel Lb→Lc
1l21n¯ l , this would be of considerable help in the kine-
matical reconstruction of their decays inasmuch as the Lc
baryon is easy to detect via its decay mode Lc→pK2p1.
Unfortunately nothing is known experimentally about this
ratio yet.
In this paper we attempt to address the problem of deter-
mining the exclusive/inclusive ratio RE in semileptonic Lb
decays from a theoretical point of view by consulting some
model calculations which we critically scrutinize. We also
attempt to extrapolate from the experimentally known results
in the meson sector to the baryon sector.
As concerns the inclusive semileptonic rates of bottom
mesons and bottom baryons one is now reasonably confident
that they can be reliably calculated using the usual operator
product expansion within heavy quark effective theory
~HQET!. The leading term in the operator product expansion
~OPE! is given by the free heavy quark decay rate which
clearly is the same for baryons and mesons. Radiative cor-
rections to the free quark decay rate are quite large but again
are identical for mesons and baryons. Differences in the in-
clusive semileptonic rates of mesons and the Lb baryon set
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differently since there is no chromomagnetic O(1/mb2) cor-
rection in the Lb case. However, since the chromomagnetic
term contributes only at the 3.7% level, the difference in the
inclusive semileptonic rates for mesons and baryons is pre-
dicted to be quite small.
A much more difficult task is to get a reliable theoretical
handle on the quasielastic exclusive semileptonic Lb→Lc
rate. There exist a number of theoretical calculations on the
exclusive decay Lb→Lc1l21n¯ l using various model as-
sumptions. They are of no great help since their predicted
rate values may differ by factors of up to 3 and it is not easy
to judge the reliability of the various model assumptions that
enter the calculation. Ideally one would like to have model
calculations that are valid both in the heavy meson and the
heavy baryon sector. If these model calculations give sen-
sible results in the heavy meson sector, where they can be
checked against data, one would have more confidence in
their predictions for the heavy baryon sector.
The paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II we take a
first look at the leading order rate formula for the exclusive
semileptonic decays of B mesons and Lb baryons in order to
get a semiquantitative handle on the relative size of their
rates. The analysis is refined in Sec. III for Lb baryons where
1/mb and 1/mb
2 corrections and renormalization effects are
included. In Sec. IV we recapitulate the calculation of the
semileptonic inclusive decay rates. The results of the Secs.
III and IV are brought together in Sec. V where we discuss
the exclusive/inclusive ratio RE of semileptonic Lb decays.
We present numerical results on the exclusive/inclusive ratio
for various models and give our best estimate of this ratio. In
Sec. VI we classify the possible nonexclusive final states that
will have to fill the gap between the exclusive and inclusive
rates in semileptonic Lb decays. Section VII, finally, con-
tains our conclusions.
II. HEAVY QUARK LIMIT
For a quick first appraisal of the question of how the
exclusive semileptonic decays of mesons and baryons are©2000 The American Physical Society08-1
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order semileptonic rate formulas for the B→(D1D*) and
Lb→Lc transitions. One has @1,2#
dG H mesonbaryonJ
dv 5
GF
2 uVbcu2M 1
5
12p3
r3Av221@3v~11r2!
22r~2v211 !#H v112 uFmeson~v!u2
uFbaryon~v!u2
J ,
~2.1!
where r5M 2 /M 1 and v5(M 121M 222q2)/2M 1M 2. Here
Fmeson(v) and Fbaryon(v) are the leading order Isgur-Wise
transition form factors for the B→D ,D* and Lb→Lc tran-
sitions, respectively. Throughout the paper we refer to M 1
and M 2 as the masses of the initial and final particles in the
semileptonic decay process.
The free heavy quark decay rate ~or leading order parton
model rate! which we need later on is simply obtained by
replacing the particle masses in Eq. ~2.1! by the correspond-
ing quark masses and setting the curly brackets in Eq. ~2.1!
to 1, i.e., by taking the current coupling in the Lb→Lc case
to be point like. We shall encounter the integrated parton
model rate for the Lb→Lc case again in Sec. IV. Finally, in
the heavy quark limit one has to determine the final meson
mass M 2 by taking the weighted average M¯ D51/4(M D
13M D*)51.973 GeV with M D51.869 GeV and M D*
52.010 GeV. For the pseudoscalar bottom quark mass we
take M B55.279 GeV. For the LQ-baryon masses we use
M Lb55.624 GeV and M Lc52.285 GeV.
When trying to compare the two rates in Eq. ~2.1! one
identifies two main determining factors which counteract
each other. On the one hand, one has the form factor expres-
sions in the curly brackets which tend to enhance the me-
sonic rate due to the multiplicative factor (v11)/2 in the
mesonic case. Also, according to common prejudice the
baryon form factor falls off more rapidly than the mesonic
form factor. On the other hand, one has the overall mass
factor M 1
5
r3 which enhances the baryonic rate because
M 1
5
r35214.16 GeV5 and M 1
5
r35377.37 GeV5 in the me-
sonic and baryonic cases, respectively.
It is evident that the choice of mesonic and baryonic
Isgur-Wise functions plays a crucial role when comparing
the two rates. As has been emphasized before, there exists
some experimental knowledge on the mesonic Isgur-Wise
function but nothing is known experimentally about the
baryonic Isgur-Wise function yet.1
1The only available experimental result is from a preprint version
of a DELPHI analysis @3#. This paper quotes a value of r2
51.8120.67
10.7060.32 for the slope of the baryonic Isgur-Wise function.
However, since this paper has never been published, we shall not
use their result in our analysis.07400For quick reference it is sometimes convenient to charac-
terize the falloff behavior of the Isgur-Wise functions by
expanding it around the zero recoil point where one has the
zero recoil normalization condition F(1)51. Keeping terms
up to second order in this expansion one has
F~v!5F~1 !@12r2~v21 !1c ~v21 !21 # , ~2.2!
where the coefficients r2 and c are called the slope parameter
and the convexity parameter, respectively. The slope param-
eter is frequently used to characterize the falloff behavior of
the Isgur-Wise function. The expansion ~2.2! is useful if one
studies the physics close to zero threshold but may give mis-
leading results when calculating rates because the spectral
weight function multiplying the form factor functions is es-
sentially determined by the square root factor Av221 in Eq.
~2.1! and is therefore strongly weighted towards the end of
the spectrum. It goes without saying that the slope and con-
vexity parameters are in general different for the mesonic
and baryonic Isgur-Wise functions.
In order to proceed with our first appraisal of the magni-
tude of the exclusive mesonic and baryonic semileptonic
rates we appeal to the spectator quark model where the me-
sonic and baryonic Isgur-Wise functions become related to
one another @2,4#. In the spectator quark model one has
Fbaryon~v!5
v11
2 uFmeson~v!u
2
. ~2.3!
Explicit calculations show that the baryonic form factor is
considerably underestimated by the spectator relation ~2.3!.
Nevertheless, the spectator relation ~2.3! may still serve as an
effective lower bound on the baryonic form factor.
The physical picture behind the spectator quark model
relation is quite simple. In the heavy baryon case there are
two light spectator quarks that need to be accelerated in the
current transition compared to the one spectator quark in the
heavy meson transition. Thus the baryonic form factor is
determined in terms of the square of the mesonic form factor.
The factor @(v11)/2# is a relativistic factor which ensures
the correct threshold behavior of the baryonic form factor in
the crossed e1e2 channel @2,4#.
In @4# the relation between heavy meson and heavy
baryon form factors was investigated in the context of a dy-
namical Bethe-Salpeter ~BS! model. The above spectator
quark model relation ~2.3! in fact emerges when the interac-
tion between the light quarks in the heavy baryon is switched
off in the BS interaction kernel. In the more realistic situa-
tion when the light quarks interact with each other, the heavy
baryon form factor becomes flatter; i.e., the spectator quark
model form factor may be used to bound the heavy baryon
form factor from below. In Fig. 1 we reproduce from @4# the
v dependence of the spectator quark model form factor and
that of two representative form factors with the interaction
between the light quarks included. The starting point in @4# is
a mesonic form factor with a slope of rmeson
2 51 which, ac-
cording to Eq. ~2.3!, leads to a spectator form factor with a
slope of rbaryon
2 51.5. The spectator form factor is the lowest
form factor shown in Fig. 1. The interaction between the8-2
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Fbaryon(v) in the dynamic Bethe-Salpeter model
of @4# ~denoted by z(v) in this figure!. ~a! Non-
interacting light quarks ~long-dashed line! and ~b!
interacting light quarks with the range parameter
LB5500 MeV ~solid line! and LB5355 MeV
~short-dashed line!.light quarks was introduced through a harmonic oscillator
type kernel in the BS equation. The two upper form factor
curves in Fig. 1 correspond to two different choices of the
oscillator strength with which the light quarks interact or,
equivalently, correspond to two different choices of the size
parameter in the oscillator wave function. The interaction
type form factors in Fig. 1 have slopes of rbaryon
2 50.81 ~solid
line! and 0.97 ~short-dashed line! @4#. They are considerably
flatter than the spectator quark model form factor.
We shall now calculate exclusive rates for mesonic and
baryonic transitions according to Eq. ~2.1! using the specta-
tor model relation ~2.3!. According to what was said before,
the baryonic rate calculated in this way must subsequently be
adjusted upward according to the analysis of @4#. We went to
considerable lengths in explaining the results of @4# because
we want to emphasize that the outcome of the baryonic rate
estimate using the spectator quark model relation ~2.3! must
be viewed as providing only lower bounds on the true quasi-
elastic baryonic rate. For the mesonic form factor we use the
world average of the slope rmeson
2 obtained by combining
results from B→D* and B→D transitions, rmeson2 50.70
@5#.2 Using Vcb50.038, a linear meson form factor with the
above slope, a baryonic form factor according to the specta-
tor relation ~2.3! and the rate formulas ~2.1! one obtains
Gmeson55.3031010 s21 and Gbaryon55.0431010 s21. As has
been emphasized before the baryonic rate Gbaryon55.04
31010 s21 has to be adjusted upward in the more realistic
situation of interacting light quarks. Looking at the model
calculation @4# for guidance, the increment in rate going from
2The CLEO Collaboration also attempted a linear plus quadratic
fit to the data, but the data were not good enough to determine the
convexity parameter c of the meson form factor with any accuracy.07400noninteracting ~spectator! to interacting quarks is 1.28 and
1.37, respectively, for the two choices of oscillator strengths
analyzed in @4#. Adjusting the above baryonic rate accord-
ingly our leading order estimate of the baryonic rate is thus
Gbaryon5(6.45– 6.90)31010 s21. Starting from a mesonic
exclusive/inclusive ratio of 66% and assuming equal inclu-
sive semileptonic rates for bottom baryons and mesons,
which is sufficiently accurate for our semiquantitative calcu-
lation, our estimate for the exclusive/inclusive ratio in semi-
leptonic Lb decays is RE5(80–86!%. This is considerably
larger than the mesonic exclusive/inclusive ratio RE’66%.
Up to this point our semiquantitive analysis was done to
leading order in HQET. How would finite mass effects affect
our previous conclusions? One way of improving the previ-
ous analysis in the meson sector is to insert physical masses
in the rate expression ~2.1!, thereby including part of the
1/mQ corrections to Eq. ~2.1!. To do this we need to disen-
tangle the B→D and B→D* rates in Eq. ~2.1!. One has @1#
dG~B→D !
dv 5
GF
2 uVbcu2M 1
5
48p3
3r3~11r !2~v221 !3/2uFmeson~v!u2
~2.4!
and
dG~B→D*!
dv 5
GF
2 uVbcu2M 1
5
48p3
r3Av221
3~v11 !@~12r !2~v11 !
14v~122vr1r2!#uFmeson~v!u2.
~2.5!8-3
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(rmeson2 )B→D*50.71 with linear form factors and taking
physical D and D* masses one finds GB→D51.3931010 s21
and GB→D*53.90310
10 s21, giving a total mesonic rate of
GB→D1D*55.30310
10 s21. It fully agrees with the above
result and therefore leaves the aforegoing conclusions intact.
Continuing with our discussion on the contributions of
nonleading effects in the 1/mQ expansion we now turn to
results of some model calculations in order to find out how
nonleading effects may affect the above conclusions. In the
mesonic sector Neubert and Rieckert @6# analyzed an infinite
momentum frame model and found that O(1/mQ) effects
raise the B→D and B→D* rates by 15.7% and 0.5%, re-
spectively, resulting in a rise of 4.4% for the total D1D*
rate. Using a similar infinite momentum frame model Ko¨nig
et al. find that the O(1/mQ) effects raise the semileptonic
Lb→Lc rate by 3% @7# which is quite close to the 4.4%
found in @6# in the bottom meson case. Judging from these
model calculations our leading order comparison of the me-
sonic and baryonic rates and the conclusions drawn from it
do not seem to be much affected by O(1/mQ) corrections.
There also exist estimates of O(1/mQ2 ) corrections in the
literature. Faustov and Galkin use a relativistic quark model
based on the quasipotential approach @8#. They quote
exclusive/inclusive branching ratios of (13.513.321.4)%
and (39.116.523.9)% for semileptonic B→D and B
→D* rates, where the second and third numbers refer to the
O(1/mQ) and O(1/mQ2 ) corrections, respectively. The
O(1/mQ) corrections in this model are considerably larger
than in the infinite momentum frame models. Ivanov et al.
investigated the role of finite mass effects in semileptonic
Lb→Lc decays without taking recourse to the heavy mass
expansion. They found an overall rate reduction of 9% rela-
tive to the infinite mass result @9#. In the analysis of the
present paper presented in Sec. III we obtain ’15% and
’27% for the O(1/mQ) and O(1/mQ2 ) corrections to the
Lb→Lc decays, respectively. From all these model calcula-
tions one learns that the O(1/mQ) corrections tend to in-
crease the rates whereas the O(1/mQ2 ) corrections tend to
decrease the rates, for both heavy meson and heavy baryon
decays. Again, our leading order estimate of the relative size
of the exclusive/inclusive ratios of bottom mesons and bary-
ons is not likely to be affected much by including also
O(1/mQ2 ) effects. The same holds true for renormalization
effects of the weak current which affect the bottom baryon
and bottom meson amplitudes equally and therefore drop out
in the ratio of exclusive semileptonic bottom meson and
baryon decays.
The conclusion drawn in this section on the predominance
of the exclusive/inclusive ratio of semileptonic Lb decays
over that of semileptonic B decays carries over to the more
sophisticated analysis of the next sections where we include
1/mQ and 1/mQ
2 effects, and radiative corrections.
III. EXCLUSIVE SEMILEPTONIC RATE Lb\Lc¿lÀ¿n¯ l
It is most convenient to represent the differential decay
rate in terms of the helicity amplitudes of the process. One07400has ~we take leptons to be massless! @2,10#
dG~Lb→Lc!
dv 5
GF
2 uVbcu2
96p3
q2M 2
2Av221
M 1
~ uH1/2,1u2
1uH21/2,21u21uH1/2,0u21uH21/2,0u2!.
~3.1!
The helicity amplitudes are in turn related to the invariant
amplitudes of the process via
Aq2H1/2,0V ,A 5A2M 1M 2~v71 !@~M 16M 2! f 1V ,A
6M 2~v61 ! f 2V ,A6M 1~v61 ! f 3V ,A# ,
H1/2,1
V ,A 522AM 1M 2~v71 ! f 1V ,A , ~3.2!
where the invariant amplitudes are defined by
^Lc~v2!uJm
V uLb~v1!&5u¯ c~v2!~ f 1Vgm1 f 2Vv1m
1 f 3Vv2m!ub~v1!,
^Lc~v2!uJm
A uLb~v1!&5u¯ c~v2!~ f 1Agm1 f 2Av1m
1 f 3Av2m!g5ub~v1!. ~3.3!
The total helicity amplitudes finally are given by
Hl2,lW5Hl2,lW
V 2Hl2,lW
A
, ~3.4!
where the choice of the relative minus sign between the vec-
tor and axial vector helicity amplitudes reflects the (V2A)
structure of the b→c current transition. The Hl2,lW
V ,A are the
helicity amplitudes for the vector ~V! and axial-vector ~A!
current-induced transition in the decay 1/21→1/21
1Wo f f -shell
2 with l2 and lW being the helicities of the final
state baryon and the W boson, respectively.
The remaining helicity amplitudes are related to the above
helicity amplitudes ~3.2! by parity. One has
H2l2,2lW
V ,A 56Hl2,lW
V ,A
. ~3.5!
It is well known that the complexity of the form factor
structure exemplified by the set of six form factors f iV ,A (i
51,2,3) is considerably reduced in HQET. Working up to
O(1/mQ) in HQET and including also O(as) corrections one
finds @2#
f 1V~v!5F~v!1S 12M 1 1 12M 2D @h~v!1L¯ F~v!#
1
as~m¯ !
p
v1~v ,l!F~v!, ~3.6!
f 2V~v!5F~v!S 2 1M 2 1v11L¯ 2 as~m¯ !p v2~v! D ,
8-4
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f 1A~v!5F~v!1S 12M 1 1 12M 2D S h~v!1L¯ F~v!v21v11 D
1
as~m¯ !
p
a1~v ,l!F~v!,
f 2A~v!5F~v!S 2 1M 2 1v11L¯ 2 as~m¯ !p a2~v! D ,
f 3A~v!5F~v!S 1M 1 1v11L¯ 2 as~m¯ !p a3~v! D .
The O(as) corrections to the form factors have been
taken from @11#. They result from the O(as) vertex correc-
tion to the current-induced b→c transition @12#. The infrared
singularity is regularized by the introduction of a fictitious
gluon mass which is taken to be l50.2 GeV. At zero recoil,
where the vertex correction is infrared finite, the renormal-
ization is independent of the gluon mass regulator. However,
away from zero recoil, the as-correction functions v1(v ,l)
and a1(v ,l) depend on the gluon mass regulator. This in-
troduces a certain amount of model dependence in the renor-
malization procedure. The above value of the gluon mass
was chosen according to the expectation that the exchange of
virtual gluons in the vertex correction should be cut off at
frequencies k0;1/R with R;1 fm being a typical hadronic
scale. The argument of the as coupling, m¯ , is taken such that
effects of higher order terms @as ln(mb /mc)#n are minimized,
m¯ 52mbmc /(mb1mc).2.31 GeV. In this way one avoids
the use of the renormalization-group-improved summation of
leading logarithms, which has been proven as inconsistent
@11#.
The binding energy of the Lb is denoted by L¯ which we
take to be 0.6 GeV. The form factor function h(x) results
from the nonlocal contribution of the kinetic energy term of
the 1/mQ corrected HQET Lagrangian. It has been calculated
in two different model approaches and has found to be neg-
ligibly small @7,13#. Therefore, we can safely drop its contri-
bution in the following. By neglecting the form factor h(x)
in the O(1/mQ) result ~3.6! the differential rate ~3.1! is pro-
portional to the square of the leading order Isgur-Wise func-
tion F(v) with its zero recoil normalization F(1)51. In this
way we can meaningfully compare our results with the lead-
ing order results of other model calculations as will be done
in Sec. V.
It is well known that O(1/mQ2 ) corrections to the unit zero
recoil normalization of Isgur-Wise functions can be substan-
tial. For example, by evaluating zero recoil sum rules, the
authors of Ref. @14# obtain
F~1 !B→D50.9860.07,
F~1 !B→D*50.9160.03, ~3.7!07400in the mesonic case. In the Lb→Lc case the zero recoil sum
rule gives a bound on the zero recoil value of the sole re-
maining form factor function f 1A . The ~unrenormalized! zero
recoil sum rule leads to f 1A(1)<(120.165 mp2 /GeV2)1/2 @15#.
Using mp
2 50.5 GeV2 @18,19#, f 1A(1) must be smaller than
0.958. For definiteness we take a value close to the upper
bound:
f 1A~1 !50.95. ~3.8!
This value is nicely corroborated by the finite heavy quark
mass calculation of @9# where one finds f 1A(1)50.97.
Nothing is known about the size of the O(1/mQ2 ) correc-
tions to Lb→Lc away from zero recoil, except that they can
be parametrized in terms of ten new v-dependent form fac-
tors and one new dimensionful constant @16#, the magnitude
and functional forms of which are not known. The lack of
knowledge about the O(1/mQ2 ) corrections away from zero
recoil prevents us from their exact treatment. On the other
hand, the size of the O(1/mQ2 ) correction at zero recoil is a
clear indication that the O(1/mQ2 ) corrections cannot be ne-
glected. We shall therefore adopt the following strategy. We
smoothly extrapolate from the O(1/mQ2 ) information at zero
recoil to the whole v range. The appropiate amplitude for
this extrapolation is the axial vector current S-wave ampli-
tude, the zero recoil value of which is determined by the zero
recoil sum rules. We thus multiply the axial-vector-current
S-wave amplitude everywhere by its zero recoil value
f 1A(1)50.95. It is clear that the O(1/mQ2 ) corrections at zero
recoil are exactly included in this approach. The lack of
knowledge about the O(1/mQ2 ) corrections to the other
partial-wave amplitudes leaves us no choice but to leave
them untreated. With this in mind it is gratifying to note that
the S-wave contribution dominates the quasielastic rate. For
example, using the standard form factor ~5.1! with rB2
50.75 in a leading order calculation one finds that the
S-wave contribution amounts to . 66% of the total semilep-
tonic rate.
In order to set up our procedure of how to incorporate the
O(1/mQ2 ) corrections we define the relevant vector current
~V! and axial vector current ~A! partial-wave amplitudes AL ,S
V ,A
in terms of the helicity amplitudes Hl2,lW
V ,A
. Here L denotes
the orbital angular momentum of the final state and S
5Jcurrent1SLc is the sum of the final state spin angular mo-
menta where Jcurrent51 in the zero lepton mass case that we
are considering here. One has
A1,1/2
V 52A23H1/2,0V 2A
4
3H1/2,1
V
, ~3.9!
A2,3/2
V 52A43H1/2,0V 1A
2
3H1/2,1
V
,
A0,1/2
A 5A23H1/2,0A 2A
4
3H1/2,1
A
,8-5
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A 5A43H1/2,0A 1A
2
3H1/2,1
A
.
By substituting invariant form factors according to Eqs. ~3.2!
one can verify the correct threshold behavior of the partial-
wave amplitudes, i.e., A1,1/2
V
, A1,3/2
V ;(v21)1/2, A0,1/2A ;(v
21)0 and A2,3/2A ;(v21)1.
According to the above strategy we now incorporate the
O(1/mQ2 ) corrections by multiplying the S-wave amplitude
A0,1/2
A by the O(1/mQ2 ) zero recoil correction f 1A(1)50.95.
Thus we write07400A0,1/2
A → f 1A~1 !A0,1/2A 5A0,1/2A 1~ f 1A~1 !21 !A0,1/2A .
~3.10!
For the first term on the right-hand side ~RHS! of Eq. ~3.10!
we substitute the O(1/mQ) result according to Eqs. ~3.6!.
Contrary to this we use only the leading order result for
A0,1/2
A in the second term of Eq. ~3.10! since it is already
being multiplied by the O(1/mQ2 ) factor @ f 1A(1)21# . Includ-
ing also the A2,3/2
A partial-wave amplitude the leading order
expressions for the axial-vector partial-wave amplitudes readA0,1/2
A 5
1
Aq2
2
A3
AM 1M 2~v11 !F~v!F ~M 12M 212Aq2!S 11as~m¯ !p a1~v ,l! D 2 as~m¯ !p ~v21 !@M 2a2~v!1M 1a3~v!#G ,
A2,3/2
A 5
1
Aq2
2A2
A3
AM 1M 2~v11 !F~v!F ~M 12M 22Aq2!S 11as~m¯ !p a1~v ,l! D 2 as~m¯ !p ~v21 !@M 2a2~v!1M 1a3~v!#G .
~3.11!
Putting everything together we arrive at the differential rate. One obtains
dG~Lb→Lc!
dv 5
GF
2 uVbcu2
48p3
q2M 2
2Av221
M 1 H uH1/2,1V u21uH1/2,0V u21uH1/2,1A u21uH1/2,0A u2
1(@ f 1A~1 !#221)
2
3
M 1M 2
q2
~v11 !F2~v!~M 12M 212Aq2!
3F ~M 12M 212Aq2!S 112as~m¯ !p a1~v ,l! D 22as~m¯ !p ~v21 !@M 2a2~v!1M 1a3~v!#G J . ~3.12!In Eq. ~3.12! the first line incorporates the O(1) and
O(1/mQ) contributions including the radiative corrections as
specified by Eqs. ~3.2! and ~3.6!. The second and third lines
comprise the O(1/mQ2 ) corrections ~including radiative cor-
rections! as described before. Since our aim is to compare
our exclusive rate with the inclusive O(as) rate written
down in Sec. IV, we have only retained radiative corrections
up to O(as) in the exclusive rate ~3.12! for consistency rea-
sons.
For the sake of completeness we separately list the
O(1/mQ2 ) zero recoil corrections for the longitudinal and
transverse pieces of the axial-vector contributions. They are
needed for the transverse-longitudinal separation shown in
Fig. 2. One has
uH1/2,0
A u2→uH1/2,0A u21$@ f 1A~1 !#221%
1
6 ~A0,1/2
A !2
1A29 @ f 1A~1 !21#A0,1/2A A2,3/2A , ~3.13!uH1/2,1
A u2→uH1/2,1A u21$@ f 1A~1 !#221%
1
3 ~A0,1/2
A !2
2A29 @ f 1A~1 !21#A0,1/2A A2/3,2A .
When summing the two contributions ~3.13! in the rate for-
mula the A0,1/2
A A2,3/2A interference contributions cancel out as
is apparent in Eq. ~3.12!. As explained before we shall use
the leading order results ~3.11! for the second and third term
in Eqs. ~3.13! since the factors $@ f 1A(1)#221% and @ f 1A(1)
21# multiplying them are already of O(1/mQ2 ).
Our numerical evaluation of Eq. ~3.12! is based on the
standard form factor ~5.1! with rB2 50.75 using again Vbc
50.038. All parameters have been specified before. For the
quasielastic rate we find Gexcl55.5231010 s21. The
O(1/mQ) and O(1/mQ2 ) corrections amount to 15.2% and
26.6%. The renormalization of the heavy quark current de-
creases the exclusive rate by 8.8%. In Fig. 2 we show a plot
of the v spectrum of the quasielastic rate where we sepa-8-6
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rate and partial rates of longitudinal and transver-
sal transitions calculated with the standard form
factor ~5.1! using rB2 50.75.rately show the transverse (lW561) and longitudinal con-
tributions (lW50) including O(1/mQ2 ) and O(as) correc-
tions calculated according to Eq. ~3.13!. The longitudinal
rate dominates the spectrum except for a small region close
to zero recoil. For the integrated rates we find GL
excl/GT
excl
51.89.
IV. INCLUSIVE SEMILEPTONIC RATE Lb\Xc¿lÀ¿n¯ l
To the leading order in the heavy mass expansion the
inclusive rate is given by the free heavy quark decay rate
which can be obtained from Eq. ~2.1! using quark masses
and setting the terms in the curly brackets equal to 1. There
are no O(1/mQ) corrections to this result. Mass corrections
come in at the order O(1/mQ2 ). In the case of Lb decay,
where the light diquark system has spin 0, the chromomag-
netic contribution drops out and the mass corrections are
determined by the nonperturbative kinetic energy parameter07400mp
2 alone.
Including also the as correction in the free quark decay
rate @17#, one has @x5(mc /mb)2#
G incl5G0S 12 23 as~mb!p g~x ! D S 12 mp22mb2D , ~4.1!
where G0 is the lowest order ~in as) free quark decay rate,
G05
GF
2 uVbcu2mb
5
192p3
I0~x !,
~4.2!
I0~x !5~12x2!~128x1x2!212x2 ln x ,
and the function g(x) is determined by the O(as) radiative
corrections including all mass corrections as calculated in
@17#:g~x !5h~x !/I0~x !,
h~x !52~12x2!S 254 2 2393 x1 254 x2D1x ln~x !S 20190x2 43 x21 173 x3D1x2 ln2~x !~361x2!
1~12x2!S 173 2 643 1 173 x2D ln~12x !24~1130x21x4!ln~x !ln~12x !
2~1116x21x4!@6Li2~x !2p2#232x3/2~11x !Fp224Li2~Ax !14Li2~2Ax !22 ln~x !lnS 12Ax11Ax D G . ~4.3!8-7
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~4.1!. For the value of the kinetic energy parameter mp
2 we
take @18,19#
mp
2 50.5 GeV2, ~4.4!
where we assume equality of the kinetic energy parameter in
the meson and baryon case.
It is well known and evident from Eq. ~4.2! that the in-
clusive decay rate depends rather strongly on the exact value
of the b-quark mass mb which is fraught with some uncer-
tainties. We shall use the results of two recent theoretical
analyses of the inclusive semileptonic decay rate. In @19# the
value of mb was determined from an analysis of Y sum rules
and B-meson semileptonic widths:
mb54.8 GeV, mc51.325 GeV, ~4.5!
where the charm quark mass was determined from the con-
straint
mb2mc2mp
2 S 12mc 2 12mbD5M¯ B2M¯ D . ~4.6!
The M¯ B ,D are the spin-averaged masses M¯ B ,D51/4(M B ,D
13M B*,D*) as before.
In @20# the inclusive semileptonic B decay rate was di-
rectly expressed in terms of the Y(1S) meson mass instead
of the b quark mass. The authors of @20# obtained
G incl2Y5
GF
2 uVbcu2
192p3
S mY2 D
5
0.533@120.096e20.029e2
2~0.28l210.12l1!/GeV2# , ~4.7!
where e51 denotes the order of the expansion in mY . Mass
corrections and radiative corrections are already taken into
account. The parameters l1 and l2 in Eq. ~4.7! are con-
nected with the more familiar mp
2 and mG
2 parameters by
mp
2 52l1 and mG
2 53l250.36 GeV2. For the Lb baryon we
set l250 and assume equality of l1 in the meson and
baryon case as before.
For the semileptonic inclusive b→c decay rate of the Lb
we finally obtain G incl56.5031010 s21 using the mass pa-
rameters from @19# and G incl2Y56.2331010 s21 using the
evaluation of @20#. Again we have set Vbc50.038. We men-
tion that these two inclusive rate values include the O(as)
radiative corrections which lower the inclusive rates by
about 11%. This value is not very far away from the 8.8% by
which the exclusive rate gets lowered by the same radiative
corrections.
V. EXCLUSIVEÕINCLUSIVE Lb\Lc RATIO
In this section we determine the exclusive/inclusive ratio
RE5Gexcl/G incl in semileptonic Lb→Lc decays based on our
estimates for the inclusive rates derived in Sec. IV and on
various phenomenological models for the baryonic Isgur-
Wise function F(v) entering in the exclusive differential
rate, Eq. ~3.12!. Of all the phenomenological models we07400shall mostly focus our attention on the sum rule calculation
of @21#.
We begin our discussion with the determination of the
leading order Lb→Lc Isgur-Wise function by the QCD sum
rule method given in @21#. The shape of the Isgur-Wise func-
tion in @21# can be very well reproduced by an exponential
representation of the form
F~v!5
2
v11 expS 2~2rB2 21 ! v21v11 D , ~5.1!
which has the correct zero recoil normalization F(1)51 and
a slope parameter given by rB
2
. The convexity parameter in
this representation @proportional to (v21)2] is given by
cB51/8(2114rB2 14rB4 ) and is positive for rB2 >0.207 as
in most model calculations. We refer to this representation of
the Isgur-Wise function as the standard form. For the rB
2
parameter the authors of @21# find rB
2 50.85 and rB2 50.65
using diagonal and nondiagonal sum rules, respectively. As
an average of these two values one obtains
rB
2 50.75. ~5.2!
Using the average value of rB
2
, Vbc50.038, the standard
representation of the Isgur-Wise function ~5.1! and the rate
formula ~3.12! from Sec. III one obtains the exclusive rate
Gexcl55.5231010 s21. From the inclusive rate calculated us-
ing the mass parameters given in @19# G incl56.5031010 s21
one finds RE50.85 for the exclusive/inclusive ratio. Note
that the Vbc dependence drops out in this ratio. The values of
the slope parameter rB
2 and the exclusive/inclusive ratio RE
of the model of @21# as well as those of other phenomeno-
logical models have been collected together in Table I. Table
I uses the larger value of the two inclusive reference rates
discussed in Sec. IV based on the mass parameters of @19#. If
one instead uses the inclusive rate of @20#, all RE values in
Table I have to be increased by 4.3%. Radiative corrections
do not affect the exclusive/inclusive ratios listed in Table I
very much since they lower both the exclusive and inclusive
rates ~see Secs. III and IV!. If they were left, out the
exclusive/inclusive ratio RE would be reduced by ’2%.
It is clear from Table I that the form factor calculated in
the quark confinement model @22# is too flat to satisfy the
bound Gexcl<G incl. All other models in Table I satisfy this
upper bound. Translating the upper bound RE51 into a
lower bound on the slope parameter rB
2 one obtains
~rB
2 !min50.36 ~5.3!
using the standard form factor function ~5.1! and the inclu-
sive rate calculated from the mass parameters in @19#.
An upper bound on the slope parameter rB can be ob-
tained using the spectator model bound discussed in Sec. II,
which reads
rB
2 <2rM
2 2
1
2 . ~5.4!8-8
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2 and the ratio RE5Gexcl/G incl calculated in different models.
Model Isgur-Wise function rB
2 Gexcl/G incl
Quark confinement model @22# ln~v1Av
221 !
Av221
0.33 1.02
QCD sum rules @13# A 2
v11expS20.8v21v11 D 0.65 0.89
QCD sum rules @21# (r250.75) 2
v11 expS2~2r221! v21v11D 0.75 0.85
Simple quark model @23# S 2v11D
(1.3210.7/v)
1.01 0.78
Relativistic three quark model @24# S 2v11 D
(1.711/v)
1.35 0.68
IMF model @7# 1
v
expS2~0.7!2 v212v D
E
20.7A@~v11 !/~2v!#
‘
dye2y2S y10.7Av112v D
E
20.7
‘
dye2y2~y10.7!
1.44 0.66
Skyrme model in the large Nc limit @25# 0.99 exp~21.3~v21 !! 1.30 0.63
MIT bag model @26# S 2v11D
(3.511.2/v)
2.35 0.45The mesonic slope parameter rM
2 can be extracted from the
exclusive semileptonic B decays @5#. The values are
~rM
2 !150.6660.19 from B¯ →Dl2n¯ ,
~rM
2 !250.7160.11 from B¯ →D*l2n¯ , ~5.5!
with the world average values for Vcb being uVcbu50.0394
60.0050 and uVcbu50.038760.0031, respectively. The
weighted averages of the two mesonic slope parameters are
then rM
2 50.7060.10. This translates into an upper bound for
the baryonic slope parameter rB
2 according to the spectator
quark model bound ~5.4!. One has
~rB
2 !max50.8960.19. ~5.6!
We mention that very likely the error on this bound will be
considerably reduced in the near future with the new data
expected from the bottom quark factories at SLAC and KEK.
Combining both limits, Eqs. ~5.3! and ~5.6!, we obtain a
prediction for the allowed values of the baryon slope param-
eter given by
0.36,rB
2 ,0.8960.19. ~5.7!
According to these upper and lower bounds the first model
~as remarked on before! and the last four models in Table I
have to be excluded since they possess form factors which
are too flat or too steep, respectively. The two QCD sum rule
calculations @13,21# as well as the simple quark model evalu-
ation @23# feature slope parameters that satisfy the bounds
~5.7!. We consider the two QCD sum rule calculations to be07400the most reliable of the three model calculations since they
are the least model dependent. Our final prediction for the
range of values of the exclusive/inclusive ratio will be based
on the two slope parameter values rB
2 50.85 and 0.65, result-
ing from the analysis of the diagonal and nondiagonal @21#
sum rules in @21#, respectively. This range also includes the
sum rule result of @13#. In determining our prediction for the
range of RE we shall also allow for the smaller inclusive rate
calculated by the method of @20#. Thus our final prediction
for the range of the exclusive/inclusive ratio in semileptonic
Lb→Lc decays is RE50.81–0.92. This range is consistent
with the range of values from the semiquantitave analysis
performed in Sec. II. Our conclusion is that the exclusive/
inclusive ratio of semileptonic Lb decays is considerably
higher than in the corresponding bottom meson case.
VI. MISSING FINAL STATES
In addition to the quasielastic Lb→Lc contribution dis-
cussed before there are also Lc** resonant states and multi-
particle final states contributing to the fully inclusive semi-
leptonic Lb rate. Of course, if the quasielastic contribution
dominates the total inclusive rate much more than by the
66% in the heavy meson case, there would not be much
room left for the resonant and multiparticle final states. In the
main body of this paper we have collected together theoret-
ical evidence that the latter situation is very likely the case.
One could turn this statement around in the following sense:
if one would have theoretical reasons to believe that resonant8-9
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semileptonic Lb→Xc transitions, then the quasielastic exclu-
sive Lb→Lc contribution must dominate. As we shall see
there are theoretical reasons to believe in such a suppression
inasmuch as some of the transitions to orbitally excited Lc**
charm baryon states involve spin-orbit coupling transitions
which are believed to be suppressed.
The purpose of this section is to classify those final states
in semileptonic Lb→Xc transitions that form the comple-
ment of the quasielastic Lb→Lc transition. We divide these
into class A contributions Lb→LcXln , where the charm
quark of the decay ends up in a charm Lc directly or indi-
rectly, and class B contributions, where the charm quark goes
into a meson or a charm-strangeness baryon Lb→Xc(non-
Lc)ln . Accordingly we define the two ratios
RA5
G~Lb→LcXln!
G~Lb→Xcln! ~6.1!
and
RB5
G~Lb→Xc~non-Lc!ln!
G~Lb→Xcln! . ~6.2!
Together with the exclusive/inclusive ratio defined before,
RE5
G~Lb→Lcln!
G~Lb→Xcln! , ~6.3!
the three ratios must add up to one, i.e.,
RE1RA1RB51. ~6.4!
Note that all three ratios are positive definite which makes
the constraint ~6.4! potentially quite powerful if RE is close
to 1 as is indicated by our analysis of the quasielastic rate in
the previous sections. As concerns the sizes of RA and RB
one cannot even hope to provide semiquantitative answers at
present. It is nevertheless useful to enumerate the final states
belonging to the class A and class B transitions which we
shall do in the following.
A. Class A final states
Potentially prominent among the class A final states are
the transitions into the seven excited P-wave Lc** states.
Taking the bottom meson case for comparison theoretical
estimates show that the corresponding transitions into ex-
cited mesonic P-wave states make up approximately 10% of
semileptonic B decays @27#. The Lc** states eventually decay
down to the Lc ground state via ~multiple! pion emission or,
with a much smaller branching fraction, via photon emission.
There are altogether seven such P-wave states which are
grouped into the three HQS doublets $LcK1%, $Lck1%,
$Lck2%, and the singlet $Lck0%. We use the terminology of
@2# such that the excited K and k states are symmetric and
antisymmetric under the exchange of the momenta of the
light quarks. The five symmetric states $Lck0%, $Lck1%, and
$Lck02% are made from a heavy quark and a light spin-1
diquark. Lb transitions into these five states involve spin-0 to074008spin-1 light-side transitions which can be expected to be
strongly suppressed since they involve spin-orbit interac-
tions. In the spectator quark model, where one neglects spin-
orbit interactions, transitions into these five states are forbid-
den @28#. It would be interesting to experimentally confirm
this suppression. One thus remains with the transitions into
the HQS doublet $LcK1% whose spin-1/22 and spin-3/22
members are very likely the recently discovered Lc(2593)
and Lc(2625) states @1#. Lb branching ratios into these states
are not yet available. There could also be transitions into
higher orbital Lc** states. These transitions are, however,
expected to be suppressed because of angular momentum
suppression factors. Besides, transitions into symmetric
higher orbital Lc** states would again be suppressed due to
spin-orbit coupling suppression. The suppression of transi-
tions into the symmetric orbitally excited Lc** states could
be the source of the possible depletion of class A final states.
For example, using spin counting, only 1/3 of the existing
P-wave excitations can be reached in semileptonic Lb tran-
sitions if the spin-orbit coupling suppression is active.
Another source of class A final states is accessible due to
the creation of one or more additional (dd¯ )- or (uu¯ )-quark
pairs in the basic transition. The relevant transitions for (dd¯ )
creation are @see Fig. 3~a!#
Lb
0→Lc1~Sc1!1XM0 1l21n¯ l , ~6.5!
or, when exchanging the d↔u lines originating from the
Lb , one has
Lb
0→Sc01XM11l21n¯ l . ~6.6!
For (uu¯ ) creation shown in Fig. 3~b! one has
Lb
0→Sc111XM21l21n¯ l . ~6.7!
The exchange of the d ,u lines originating from the Lb brings
one back to Eq. ~6.5!. Here XM stands for a charmless me-
sonic inclusive state. Excited charm baryon states such as
Lc** and Sc** are not explicitly included in the listing ~6.5–
6.7!, but are implied. The Sc
0
, Sc
1
, and Sc
11 appearing in
FIG. 3. Class A final states.-10
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sion, making these processes class A final states.
B. Class B final states
There are two sources for class B final states. First there is
(ss¯)-quark pair creation where the strange quark ends up in a
charm-strangeness baryon @Fig. 4~a!# which decays weakly
into noncharm states and therefore does not contribute to the
class A final states.3 Second, the charm quark of the decay
may end up in a charm meson accompanied by (uu¯ )-, (dd¯ )-,
and (ss¯)-quark pair creation as shown in Figs. 4~b!–4~d!. Let
us list a few examples of such transitions. From (ss¯) pair
creation one has @Fig. 4~a!#
Lb
1→Jc11XMs
0 1l21n¯ l ~6.8!
or, when exchanging the d↔u lines, one has
Lb
1→Jc01XMs
1 1l21n¯ l . ~6.9!
XMs now stands for a strangeness meson state. Then there are
the transitions where the charm quark goes into a charm
meson. These are
Lb
1→D11XB0 1l21n¯ l , ~6.10!
Lb
1→D01XB11l21n¯ l , ~6.11!
Lb
1→Ds11XBs
0 1l21n¯ l . ~6.12!
XB stands for a light baryon state and XBs for a strange-
ness baryon state. Excitations of the charm meson and charm
baryon states are again implied. We do not discuss (cc¯ ) pair
3The weak decay Jc→Lc1p , though interesting, occurs only at
the per mill level @29#.074008creation. The corresponding final states are barely accessible
in semileptonic Lb decays for kinematical reasons and will
have a spectacular signature anyhow.
VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
We have brought together various pieces of theoretical
evidence that the exclusive/inclusive ratio RE in semileptonic
Lb decays is larger than in semileptonic B decays, where the
exclusive/inclusive ratio amounts to 66%. We predict that
the exclusive quasielastic semileptonic Lb decays make up
between 81% and 92% of the total inclusive semileptonic Lb
rate. At present there is no experimental information on ei-
ther the exclusive or the inclusive branching ratio in semi-
leptonic Lb decays. The problem is that present and planned
experiments do not have access to reliable Lb tags which are
necessary for a measurement of their branching fractions.
Ideally one would run a e1e2 machine right above LbL¯ b
threshold which would solve the tagging problem. However,
such experiments are not planned in the foreseeable future.
The above assertion about the dominance of the quasielastic
mode in semileptonic Lb decays may take a long time to
verify experimentally. It may nevertheless be used as a work-
ing hypothesis in the experimental analysis of semileptonic
Lb , decays in particular if further theoretical progress in the
theoretical description of semileptonic Lb decays confirms
the estimates made in this paper.
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